Practising and patent assertion entities are waking up to the IoT opportunity and will create a rich marketplace for patent divestiture or M&A activity, as Treena Grevatt and Anand Rohit explain.
• Existing patent portfolios need to be re-evaluated in the context of this changing market landscape;
• Patent improvement programmes need to be put in place for optimal coverage of new application and technology directions; and
• Patent monetisation strategies and plans need to be revised in the context of a fast changing market environment.
IoT includes sensors, connected devices, communication infrastructure, and so ware services. e developing market will spawn a surge of innovation: new services, new processes and new business models-all underpinned by technology that yields opportunities for device makers, systems integrators and so ware rms. e richest areas for patent creation opportunities exist around use cases which contextualise the information obtained from various sensors.
How do we set about reducing the task of evaluating the IoT opportunity to something manageable? A comprehensive evaluation framework needs to include assessment of your business objectives, the market, patent, technology and regulatory landscapes, your patent portfolio and most importantly those of your competition (see Figure 1 ). expect widespread and rapid growth in the sector over the next ten years. IoT will be an area of rich opportunity for businesses in the coming years, and especially for inventors and patent owners.
ere is work to do now, to catch this rising wave of opportunity:
• Market landscapes are changing and these changes and their impacts on IP must be understood;
T he internet of things (IoT)-a catch-all term for the inter-connected devices that send data to and from each otheris a major, rising, market. International Data Corporation (IDC) predicts the market size by 2020 to be $7.1 trillion. ere will, according to this prediction, be tens of billions of installed devices. e prediction may be optimistic-one company has described IoT as the most-hyped emerging technology of 2014-but we should still
Market landscape
Technology research group Gartner predicts, more conservatively than IDC, that most of the incremental revenue generated by IoT product and service suppliers will occur in services, and this revenue is likely to be a total of $300 billion by 2020.
e potential applications of IoT are myriad, see Figure 2 , and will revolutionise many sectors of human activity, including building, home and environmental management; urban infrastructure management; travel and transportation; and health ( tness, wellness, remote care, etc). e impact on the market landscape will be radical.
Patent landscape e patent and market landscape for IoT is extremely complex due to the nature of the technology, number of market segments and variety of patent holders. But we do not yet see the same indicators of the perfect storm that led to the smartphone patent wars-typi ed by major players holding extensive portfolios all focused on a technology area that is underpinned by rigorous standards that were and are necessary to allow for interoperability along with massive technology disruptors such as Apple and Samsung.
New entrants to the IoT space should be mindful that there will be some very sophisticated patent holders competing in this ecosystem and technology convergence will mean that organisations with patent positions in previously unrelated technology spaces will have leverage against IoT vendors.
IoT brings some unique patent challenges due to the interactions between numerous devices (sensors, actuators, controllers, cloud, etc). Dra ers of patent claims covering novel IoT ecosystems should look for broad applicability but care must be taken cra ing claims in multiple actor situations and one should keep the recent Supreme Court decision in Limelight Networks v Akamai Technologies in mind.
IoT technology e foundational technologies of connected devices and automation systems are not new. Smart control and automation capabilities were rst developed by companies such as Schneider Electric, GE, Siemens and Johnson Controls. ese rms hold broad patents, with early priority dates, that may be relevant to the elements of IoT.
Typical device performance requirements in IoT include low cost and extremely low power- 
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whereas B2B on the le side of the horizontal axis represents technologies which can be directly provided to business which can then provide them to end consumers. e vertical axis represents the IP value chain. As a patent portfolio moves up from covering purely devices to systems and services, the portfolio holder becomes better positioned to generate value which di erentiates it from its competitors.
Patent management tactics
In most areas of IoT there are few dominant patent owners as the market is too immature and fragmented. We see only a few applications that presently have licensing or litigation, with the most well-known IoT assertion activity so far driving innovation in low-power radio chips; battery technology; and e cient so ware and processor designs. However, these are not the heady days of $50 applications processors: in IoT, think commoditisation. e lack of standardisation of data formats and communications protocols is also hampering adoption. Given the overarching need in IoT for greater interoperability of products and services, the choice of technology platform is likely to be a key factor. We already see several competing IoT industry consortia developing di erent standards. In a mature IoT market expect licensing of standard essential patents on FRAND (fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory terms) to be necessary as we see in the latest wireless communications.
Vertically-integrated ecosystems in consumer electronics and digital media such as Apple's iTunes, Amazon's Kindle and Google's Play stores were pivotal to that market's growth. e race is on within IoT markets to create the same integration and there is a whole new set of players ghting for ownership of the revenue and data generated by all these devices. Stakeholders include major telecom providers; big data analytics and information services rms; and device vendors.
At TechInsights, we use a value map framework for each area of interest to visualise stakeholders and technologies, see Figure 3 . Figure 3 shows the nature of covered technology in the horizontal direction. B2C on the right side of the horizontal axis represents technologies which can be directly provided to consumers occurring between Honeywell and Nest. As sales volumes increase, expect more.
Practising and patent assertion entities are waking up to the IoT opportunity and will create a rich marketplace for patent divestiture or M&A activity driven by the desire to build e ective product and patent portfolios. For companies exiting markets, due diligence will include identifying high-value patents that may read on IoT and uncovering potential purchase partners.
Established players with applicable IP rights will create monetisation programmes and expect to see strategic patent prosecution or continuation practices to create a competitive advantage. Additionally, due to IoT's roots in older technologies and a rich history of hobbyist development we expect signi cant potential for the existence of prior art.
All this upheaval means that it is an excellent time to be performing the homework necessary to develop your strategy for IoT markets. Given the lead times associated with patent prosecution and product development it is wise to start planning now; you can be certain that your competitors are.
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